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Your investment application
1.   We need the following documents to complete this application. You can refer to our FIA checklist for the required documentation:-
-  A certified copy of your identification (for authorised representatives) and registration document(s)
-  Proof of your physical address (not older than 3 months)
-  Your tax payer information
-  Proof of your deposit
-  Any other required documents as set out in the FIA checklist.
2.   Every entity has an authorised representative to act on its behalf. We need the completed authorised representative form for each of the authorised persons of the company as well as the required FIA documentation. You can refer to our FIA checklist for the required documentation.
3.   According to the Financial Intelligence Act, Act 13 of 2012 (“FIA”), we must identify you, and verify information if it is new or different to what we have on our records. This means we can ask for additional information and documents..
4.   This form, the investment terms and the minimum disclosure document (MDD) or fund fact sheet of each portfolio are the basis of our investment agreement. The investment terms and the MDDs or fund fact sheets are available on momentum.com.na.
5.   If we cannot process any part of this instruction, we will inform you or your financial adviser.
6.   You may not change any part of this form and the terms of this investment. When you correct any information you have completed, sign next to it.
7.   Send the completed form and required documentation to ci.clientservice@momentum.com.na. For more information or enquiries contact our service centre on +264 (61) 297 3601. Alternatively, it may be faxed to +264 (61) 297 3679.
8.   After we have reviewed your application, we will confirm the bank details and your unique RU investment number you must use for the investment payment.
9.   We will finalise your investment instruction once your investment payment reflects in our bank account and all requirements have been met.
 
1:         Investor details 
1.1          Entity details  
(NA if Namibia)
(NA if Namibia)
Physical address
(NA if Namibia)
Type of entity
If the entity is trading in a foreign country, is the trading name of the entity the same as the entity name above?
What is your source of income or wealth?
Give more details like name and nature of the business, name of the financial institution and the account reference, name of the employer, the estate that paid the inheritance, or describe “other”:  
+
2
6
4
(8)
We will communicate by email. If you did not give us an email address and your postal address differs from your physical address above, we need your postal address.
Postal address
1.2          Communication details
+
2
6
4
(NA if Namibia)
We will send you a summary investment statement every 3 months. If you rather want to receive an investment statement every month, choose one of the following options:
You can view your investment statements by logging in to your online profile at momentum.com.na or you can request us to send it to you.
1.4          Entity tax details
Is the entity a registered tax payer with the Namibian Revenue Agency?
If the entity is currently, or have been previously, registered for tax in other countries, complete those details below.
                                              Tax residence    Tax identification number (TIN)                   (country code)    Country name                           
1.3          Authorised representatives of the entity
We need a separate Momentum Collective Investments Namibia authorised representative form for each appointed signatory.
(Foreign company number of managers for its affairs in Namibia.)
1.4.1            Tax exemption details
We must withhold tax on interest distributions made from our investment portfolios. Should the entity be exempt from interest withholding tax or be entitled to a reduced withholding tax rate according to the Namibian Income Tax Act, give a reason for an examption or reduced rate by choosing an option below: 
2.   Section 34E: Qualifying person or institution:
2.1         Lump sum investment
The minimum lump sum investment amount is N$2 000 per portfolio (Momentum Namibia Corporate Money Market fund is N$10 000).
Lump sum investment amount
What is the source of the lump sum amount?
Give more details like name and nature of the business, name of the financial institution and the account reference, name of the employer, the estate that paid the inheritance, or describe “other”:
Payment of the lump sum amount
Read the information below before you choose a payment option.
We only accept cheque deposits. We need a copy of the proof of deposit before we can finalise your investment application. The waiting period on the units that we buy with the deposited amount is 40 days. You can only ask for a withdrawal and a unit transfer after 40 days.
Bank deposit
Electronic transfer
We need the electronic funds transfer confirmation sent directly from the bank before we can finalise your investment application. The waiting period on the units that we buy with the transferred amount is 7 days. You can only ask for a withdrawal and a unit transfer after 7 days.
Collect from my bank account
Collect from my bank account
If we cannot collect on the date you chose, we will collect on the next possible date.
Type of account
We only collect from a Namibian bank account, and cannot collect from a credit card or a bond account. We will debityour account within 2 business days after acceptance of your instruction. The waiting period on the units that we buy withthe amount we collect is 40 days. You can only ask for a withdrawal and a unit transfer after 40 days.
Legislation limits collections to N$500 000 per transaction and N$1 000 000 a day. If we have to collect the investmentamount over a number of days, we will invest each collection on different days over this period in the portfolio(s) youchose. The first collection will be the initial investment amount and we will report the subsequent collections as additionalinvestment amounts.
We need official proof of your Namibian bank account, not older than 3 months.
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2.2   Regular investment
We can only collect the regular investment by debit order. The minimum debit order amount is N$200 per portfolio (Momentum Namibia Corporate Money Market fund is N$1 000).
Regular investment amount
Yearly increase in regular investment amount
 or  
If we cannot collect on the date you chose, we will collect on the next possible date.
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of the month
2:         Investment details 
An investor can either choose an initial lump sum, a regular investment, a unit transfer or a combination of these.
Type of investment
Collect from my bank account
Payment of the regular investment
If we collect the lump sum from your bank account, do you want to use the same bank account for the regular investment?
If “no”, complete the section below.
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We only collect from a Namibian bank account, and cannot collect from a credit card or a bond account. We will debityour account within 2 business days after acceptance of your instruction. The waiting period on the units that we buy withthe amount we collect is 40 days. You can only ask for a withdrawal and a unit transfer after 40 days.
Legislation limits collections to N$ 500 000 per transaction and N$1 000 000 a day. If we have to collect the investmentamount over a number of days, we will invest each collection on different days over this period in the portfolio(s) you chose.The first collection will be the initial investment amount and we will report the subsequent collections as additionalinvestment amounts.
We need official proof of your Namibian bank account, not older than 3 months.
Type of account
If we cannot collect on the date you chose, we will collect on the next possible date.
Collect from my bank account
2.4         Regular withdrawal
The minimum withdrawal amount is N$250 per portfolio and the minimum balance required in a portfolio is N$2 000.
If you withdraw money and the value of your portfolio drops below N$2 000 and you do not have an active debit order in place, we may end your investment and pay you the full balance.
If we pay your withdrawal amount into your bank account and your payment is returned for any reason, we will reinvest the money into the relevant portfolio(s). You will carry any risks regarding market movements and will be liable for any costs of the reinvestment.
The preferred date of withdrawal indicates the date the instruction will take place. It can take 2 to 3 business days before the money will show in your bank account. 
2.3         Unit transfer
Give the Momentum Collective Investments Namibia investment numbers that you are transferring units from.
Sell units to the value of
Increase my regular withdrawals every year by
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We only pay to your Namibian bank account, and cannot pay to a credit card or a bond account. 
Into which bank account must we pay your regular withdrawal amounts?
Type of account
What is the source of the regular investment amount?
Give more details like name and nature of the business, name of the financial institution and the account reference, name of the employer, the estate that paid the inheritance, or describe “other”:
2.5          Portfolio distributions
Portfolios declare distributions of interest and dividends earned. The minimum disclosure documents (MDDs) or fund fact sheets of each portfolio has details about the portfolio distribution information. Refer to momentum.com.na for the list of available portfolios.
You can choose to reinvest these distributions or we can pay it into your bank account. If the distribution value is below N$250 in a particular portfolio, we will reinvest it into the same portfolio, even if you chose the pay-out option.  If you do not choose a distribution option for each portfolio in section 2.6 below, we will reinvest it in your portfolio(s).
We only pay to your Namibian bank account, and cannot pay to a credit card or a bond account.
If you choose distributions to be paid out to you, which bank account must we use? 
We need official proof of this account, not older than 3 months.
2.6          Investment instruction
The minimum disclosure documents (MDDs) or fund fact sheets are part of your investment application. The MDD or fund fact sheet of each portfolio has more information about the portfolio and its fees. Refer to momentum.com.na for the list of available portfolios.
We will invest in the default retail class of a portfolio if you do not specify the fee class. 
Type of account
Portfolio name
Fee
class
Lump sum investmentminimum of N$2 000 in aportfolio (Corporate Money Market fund is N$10 000)
Regular investmentminimum of N$200 in aportfolio (Corporate Money Market fund is N$1 000)
Regular withdrawalminimum of N$250 from a portfolio
Distributionminimum ofN$250 from a portfolio
Re-invest or Pay
2.7          Fees
Portfolio manager charges:
All portfolio manager charges that apply to your investment are available on the relevant MDD or fund fact sheet of the investment portfolio. You can also ask your financial adviser for more details.
Financial adviser fees (if you choose not to appoint a financial adviser, this does not apply):
The initial and ongoing adviser fees are negotiated between you and your appointed financial adviser. We calculate the ongoing adviser fee using the total portfolio value every month. Refer to the table below for maximum permissible combinations of initial and ongoing adviser fees.
We will add VAT to the following fee percentages if the financial adviser fee is subject to VAT.
Maximum adviser fees are subject to restrictions shown in the MDDs or fund fact sheets.
Please pay my financial adviser ongoing adviser fee (excl VAT) of
Initial fee (excl VAT)
with a
ongoing fee (excl VAT)
3%
and     
0,50%
2% - 2.9%
and     
0,60%
1% - 1.9% 
and     
0,80%
0 - 0.9% 
and     
1,00%
Please pay my financial adviser initial adviser fee (excl VAT) of
per year.
3.2          Financial adviser declaration
1.    I am appropriately registered with the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority (NAMFISA) in order to provide financial advisory services.
2.    I understand that the investor may request Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Limited to cancel my ongoing fees.
3.    I provided and explained to the investor all documents, fees and charges that apply to this investment before this form was signed.
4.    I confirm that I have identified the investor, including any authorised person. I obtained and stored the verificationdocuments and have verified these details as required by the Financial Intelligence Act (FIA) and the FIA Regulations.
5.   I acknowledge that the investor is not a resident, national, or citizen of the United States of America and is not a US person (within the meaning of the definition of that term contained in Regulations of acthe US Securities Act 1933 (as amended)).
6.    Any instruction to you will be within limits of the signed mandate I have from the investor.
I have read this application form, the terms, the MDDs or fund fact sheets and relevant documents that apply to this investment. The information in this application is, to my knowledge, true and correct. I will not hold you liable for any loss or damage if this application is altered after I sign it.
3:         Financial adviser details and declaration 
The servicing financial adviser must complete and sign this section, if applicable.
 
3.1          Financial adviser details
Financial
adviser code
Name and surname
FSP name
FSP code
Fee reference
Servicing financial adviser details
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4:          Investor declaration 
1.   I confirm that I am authorised to act on behalf of this entity.
2.   I know that I must get advice during all stages of my investment. My financial adviser and I are responsible for making sure that I receive and understand everything that is relevant to this investment. I accept the risks related to this investment if I refuse advice.
3.   If I have appointed a financial adviser, I know that my financial adviser must be appropriately licensed with the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority (NAMFISA).
4.   Any future instruction for this investment:
 
 
5.   I confirm that neither Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Limited, nor any of its employees have provided any advice for this investment.
6.   I understand and accept all the fees related to my investment and instruct you to pay my financial adviser the agreed adviser fees from my investment as confirmed in section 2.7. I understand that the chosen adviser fees are negotiated between me and my appointed financial adviser. I understand that you will use the adviser fees for this and any future instructions until I provide you with written instruction that these no longer apply. I cannot hold you liable for acting on the negotiated fees when you execute instructions.
7.   I will tell you if I change my financial adviser, adviser’s fee or the level of advice I receive.
8.   I am aware of the transactional minimum investment amounts and understand the waiting periods that apply to my investment amounts. I also understand that you will only make distribution payments to me if I chose this option and if the value of the distribution is N$250 or more.
9.   I am aware that the Financial Intelligence Act (FIA) applies and I will follow its requirements.
10. I warrant that, in respect of this investment, I have complied with all money laundering legislation and regulation applicable to Namibia.
11. I know my investment is exposed to market risk and its value will fluctuate with market movements. I also understand that investment performance is not guaranteed.
12. I hereby indemnify and do not hold  you liable for any and all claims, losses and/or damages whether indirect, special or consequential and/or any expense of any nature whatsoever that I may incur or suffer as a result of the independent decision to invest in this particular portfolio/product.
+
2
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13. I understand and accept:
•   your timelines, business practices and administrative processes;
•   that you can share my personal information within MMI Holdings Namibia Limited, its subsidiaries and contracted service providers in order to administer my investment and provide me with financial wellness information.
14. I will not hold you responsible for any loss as a result of an application form received that was not clear, not correct or where all information was not completed.
15. I am not, nor am I acting on behalf of a person who is either a resident,  national or citizen of the United States of America or a US Person within the meaning of the definition of that term contained in Regulations of the US Securities Act 1933 (as amended).
16. I hold no other citizenships and residencies for tax purposes, other than those disclosed on this form. If this changes, I will inform you in writing within 30 days of the change.
17. I acknowledge that you may be required to send the information provided in section 1 to Inland Revenue, who may share it with the local tax authority according to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD’s) Common Reporting Standard (CRS).
18. I agree that once you have requested the collection of the investment amount from the bank account, you can carry out this investment instruction.If the collection or direct payment is not honoured, I acknowledge that I will be liable to  you for all claims, losses and damages whether indirect, special or as a result of my non-payment and any expense of any nature whatsoever that  you may incur or suffer as a result of this.
19. I will let you know of any changes in the details that I provided.
20. If I make regular withdrawals, you can check my bank account details with my bank for this investment.
21. I agree that for this investment:
•   you can check my details with my bank and collect money from my bank account(s); and
•   I can sign for the bank account(s). 
I have carefully read, and I understand and accept this application form, the terms, fee schedules, minimum disclosure documents or fund fact sheets and marketing material that apply to this investment. The information I completed on this form is true and correct. I will not hold you liable for any loss or damage if someone changes this form after I sign it.
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Contact details
Client contact centre
Telephone: +264 61 297 3601, Facsimile: +264 61 297 3679, Email: ci.clientservice@momentum.com.na
Address: MMI House, Corner of Dr Frans Indongo and Werner List Streets, Windhoek, Namibia, PO Box 3785 Windhoek Namibia 
Website: momentum.com.na
Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Limited an authorised financial services provider Reg No 2016/0954   
Directors: J Nandago, LC Rukoro 
Capacity of representative
Are you also an authorised signatory for this investment?
Y        
Y        
Y        
Y        
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M        
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Gender
You can get a list of the country codes from the Momentum Collective Investments Namibia website at momentum.com.na, or ask your financial adviser.
(NA if Namibia)
(NA if Namibia)
(NA if Namibia)
Physical address
(NA if Namibia)
2:         Authorised representative details 
We need a separate authorised representative form for each representative.
Important:
1.   Complete this form if you are the legally appointed authorised representative acting on the above investment agreement or a new business application.
2.   We need the following documents for each of the authorised representatives as well as this completed application. You can refer to our FIA checklist for the required documentation:
-  Proof of your appointment as authorised  representative
-  A certified copy of your identification document
-  Proof of your physical address (not older than 3 months)
-  Your tax payer information
3.   According to the Financial Intelligence Act, Act 13 of 2012 (“FIA”), we must identify you, and verify information if it is new or different to what we have on our records. This means we can ask for additional information and documents.
4.   If we cannot process any part of this instruction, we will inform you or your financial adviser.
5.   You may not change any part of this form and the terms of this investment. When you correct any information you have completed, sign next to it.
6.   The information in this form is part of the agreement for the investment number above or a new business application.
7.   Send the completed form and required documentation to ci.clientservice@momentum.com.na. For more information or enquiries contact our service centre on +264 61 297 3601. Alternatively, it may be faxed to +264 (61) 297 3679.
 
 
1:         Investor details 
 
Details of the investor and investments you are the representative for:
2.1          Income tax details
Are you registered with the Namibia Revenue Agency as a tax payer?
What is your source of income or wealth?
Give more details like name and nature of the business, name of the financial institution and the account reference, name of the employer, the estate that paid the inheritance, or describe “other”:  
A politically exposed person (PEP) is someone who is involved, or has been involved, in a prominent public function. This includes local functions or functions in foreign countries. You are also considered a politically exposed person if any of your family members, nominated beneficiaries or close associates are politically exposed. A politically exposed person status is not only relevant to government employees or a person involved in politics. It includes, for example, heads of state, cabinet ministers, members of parliament, members of local and provincial government, senior administrators in government departments (financial departments/tender processes), senior judges, managers of local municipalities who award tenders, senior and influential officials, ambassadors, commissioners, consulate employees and senior representatives of religious organisations.
Are you a politically exposed person?
3:          Authorised representative declaration          
1.   I confirm that I am a representative for the investor, with the authority given to me according to the attached document.
2.   Any instruction I give you, will be in line with the authority given to me.
3.   I confirm that all information on this form is true and correct and that I have read and understood its contents.
4.   I am not, nor am I acting on behalf of a person who is either a resident,  national or citizen of the United States of America or a US Person within the meaning of the definition of that term contained in Regulation S of the US Securities Act 1933 (as amended).
5.   I will not hold you responsible for any loss if it is a result of the information on this form being unclear, not correct or not fully completed.
6.   I hold no other citizenships and residencies for tax purposes, other than those disclosed on this form. If this changes, I will inform you in writing within 30 days of the change.
7.   I will let you know of any changes in the details that I gave you.
Y        
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If you are currently, or have been previously, registered for tax in any other countries, complete those details below.
                                               Tax residence    Tax identification number (TIN)                   (country code)    Country name                           
Contact details
Client contact centre
Telephone: +264 61 297 3601, Facsimile: +264 61 297 3679, Email: ci.clientservice@momentum.com.na
Address: MMI House, Corner of Dr Frans Indongo and Werner List Streets, Windhoek, Namibia, PO Box 3785 Windhoek Namibia 
Website: momentum.com.na
Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Limited an authorised financial services provider Reg No 2016/0954   
Directors: J Nandago, LC Rukoro 
6.   Foreign securities in portfolios may pose additional material risks, depending on the specific risks affecting that country. These include but not limited to potential constraints on liquidity and the repatriation of funds; macroeconomic risks; political risks; foreign exchange risks; tax risks; settlement risks; and potential limitations on the availability of market information. Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of underlying international investments to go up or down and foreign currency exposure exposes you to foreign exchange risk.
7.   Income distributions are made at regular intervals for all portfolios. We declare these distributions as the deed and applicable supplemental deeds specify. Refer to the latest MDD's or fund fact sheets available at momentum.com.na for more details. We will reinvest distributions below N$250 back into the relevant portfolio.
8.   If you do not choose a pay-out option for your distribution on yourapplication form, we will reinvest it in your relevant portfolio(s).
9.   Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Limited holds professional indemnity and fidelity insurance cover as required by law.
10. Cool-off rights are not applicable to investments in collective investment scheme portfolios.
11. You cannot change the ownership of this investment agreement. You can transfer units from this investment to another investment by completing a transfer of units form.
12. You cannot appoint a beneficiary. The proceeds of this investmentwill form part of your estate upon your death.
13. You can cede this investment to a registered financial services provider as security.
 
C.  Investment amounts
1.   We only accept investments in Namibian dollars (NAD).
2.   The minimum investment amounts per portfolio are:
2.1  Initial lump sum of N$2 000 (N$10 000 for the Momentum Namibia Corporate Money Market Fund)
2.2  Additional lump sum of N$200 (N$1 000 for the Momentum Namibia Corporate Money Market Fund)
2.3  Regular investment of N$200 (N$1 000 for the Momentum Namibia Corporate Money Market Fund) per month, payable by debit order only.
3.   Where you have invested a lump sum amount and then choose to sell or switch units from the portfolio(s), and the investment value falls to below N$2 000, without any active regular investment, we may end your investment and pay you the balance. Or you can  buy additional units so that the minimum balance in the portfolio is more thanN$2 000.
4.   You are required to use your RU investment number as reference for all direct deposits and electronic funds transfers (EFTs) so that we can match your deposit to the correct investment.
5.   If you instruct us to collect money from your bank account, your bank account will be debited within 2 business days after acceptance of your instruction. We are limited to a maximum amount of N$500 000 per collection and N$1 000 000 per day.
6.   Electronic fund/internet transfers (EFTs) paid to our bank accountcan take up to 3 business days to reflect in our bank account.
7.   We place a waiting period on the units that we buy with the money we receive from you. You cannot withdraw money nor do a unit transfer during this waiting period. The waiting period will vary depending on the payment method you use.
7.1  If you buy units with a direct debit, regular debit order or direct deposit, you can only sell or transfer the units after 40 days.
7.2  If you buy units with an electronic/internet transfers (EFT), you can only sell or transfer the units after 7 days.
8.   If your bank rejects your investment payment, you will carry any risks regarding market movements and will be liable for any costs incurred.
A.  Our agreement
1.   Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Limited is an authorised manager of a collective investments scheme registered in terms of the Namibia Unit Trust Control Act, 54 of 1981.
2.   Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Ltd is incorporated in Namibia and regulated by the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority (NAMFISA). 
3.   First National Bank of Namibia Limited acts as the trustee of the Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Ltd scheme.
4.   You are a holder of participatory interests (units) in collective investment schemes in securities that Momentum Collective Investments Namibia Ltd administers and manages.
5.   This agreement is subject to the provisions in the Unit Trust Control Act, the deed and applicable supplemental deeds and minimum disclosure documents (MDDs) or fund fact sheets.
6.   This agreement is subject to the laws of the Republic of Namibia and is subject to the Income Tax Act, 24 of 1981. We will deduct tax where applicable.
7.   We are committed to comply with anti-money laundering, anti-bribery and anti-corruption legislation. This means we can ask you for additional information when needed. 
8.   We will review your application when we receive it with all the supporting documents. We will debit the investment amount from your bank account or ask you to transfer the investment amount to us in accordance with your instruction. When we have confirmed that we have received the investment amount, your application will be accepted.
8.   We can decide not to accept your application.
10. We have an obligation to ensure that we comply with the provisions of the Unit Trust Control Act and the deed of the scheme. In order to ensure that we act in the best interests of all our investors, we may from time to time and in our sole discretion take the necessary action as required in order to fulfil our regulatory obligations.
11. We will recover any amount of money paid to you, which you are not entitled to for whatsoever reason, including interest on the amount where applicable.
12. We can change the terms of this agreement, but we will give you reasonable notice before we do this.
 
B.  Your investment
1.   You are applying to invest in the portfolio(s) that we administer and manage.
2.   The price of a unit in the collective investment scheme portfolio is calculated daily, as stated below. This price applies to instructions accepted on the same business day.
3.   We calculate the net asset value (NAV) based on the total value of all assets in the portfolio. This would include any income accruals, less any acceptable deductions from the portfolio, divided by the number of units in issue. Examples of acceptable deductionsare, including but not limited to, brokerage fees, securities fees, transfer fees, tax, auditor’s fees, bank charges, trustee or custodian fees and service charges.
4.   Our NAV calculation is based on the forward pricing principle. This means we do not determine the price of a portfolio during the trading day but at the fixed times listed below:
4.1  For fund of funds and feeder fund portfolios the dailyvaluation time is 24:00.
4.2  For money market portfolios and all other portfolios the dailyvaluation is 15:00.
On the last business day of every month we value fund of fundsand feeder funds at 24:00 and all other portfolios at 17:00. 
5.   The value of unit prices may go down as well as up. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance.
D.  Processing your instructions
1.   All documentation and communication that you send us must be clear and legible. A confirmation or delivery receipt is not proof that it is clear and legible. You must contact us after sending an instruction to confirm that we have received your instruction.
2.   You instruct us to act on your investment instructions completed on the relevant form that we receive by fax, email, website or   any other electronic medium with regard to your investment in portfolio(s) administered and managed by us. You agree that any electronic record of investment instructions and applications thatwe have received and processed will be valid proof of the contents of such instructions and applications.
3.   We will not incur any liability of any nature in respect of any transfer, payment or other act done in accordance with such instruction(s) and/or application(s) notwithstanding that it shall be shown that same was not signed, sent or emanated by you. It is also agreed that this authorisation shall remain in force until notice in writing of its termination is received by us and any such notice shall be without prejudice to the completion of transactions already initiated pursuant to this authorisation.
4.   For your investment a business day is any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday in Namibia and South Africa. Where referring to day, it will have the same meaning as business day.
5.   The following cut-off times apply to investment instructions:
5.1  For money market portfolios the daily cut-off time is 10:00.
5.2  For all other portfolios the daily cut-off time is 14:00.
6.   If we cannot do the transaction on the same day, it will take place on the next business day or at the earliest possible opportunity according to legislation, our administration processes and any other collective investment scheme limitations. We will determine the portfolio’s price at the confirmed day’s NAV unit price.
7.   We will only make payments into your own bank account. No third- party payments are allowed. We will pay you within 14 days of receiving the required documentation.
8.   Where the units you want to sell have been ceded, you must give us written consent of the cessionary, or proof that the cession has been cancelled, before we can process the instruction.
9.   If we receive conflicting instructions, we reserve the right not to acton such instructions.
10. We will not be held liable for any claims, losses and/or damages whether indirect, special or consequential and/or any expense  of any nature that you may incur or suffer as a result of you not adhering to any of the above.
 
E.  Switch and withdrawals
1.   A switch is the selling of units in one portfolio and investing the proceeds in another portfolio.
2.   A withdrawal is when you sell units in a portfolio(s) and we pay the Namibian dollar value to you.
3.   The minimum withdrawal amount is N$250.
4.   If your bank rejects your withdrawal or income amount for any reason, we will reinvest the money into the relevant portfolio(s). You will carry any risks regarding market movements and will be liable for any costs of the reinvestment.
5.   Portfolio(s) may have liquidity constraints due to market fluctuation and other market conditions which may result in delays or the inability to process your instruction.
6.   Collective investment schemes are generally medium- to long- term investments. We have a fiduciary duty to ensure that each collective investment scheme portfolio is administered honestly and fairly and  in the interest of all investors. Excessive switching between portfolios impairs the ability of the investment manager to deliver the desired outcomes for a portfolio(s) and it is not in the best interest of all investors. As such, in the event that we are of the opinion that your switching activity may be prejudicial to other investors in the relevant portfolio(s), we may restrict this activity.
7.   We may take the relevant action as required, to make sure that we comply with the provisions of the Unit Trust Control Act and the main deed of the scheme.
 
F.  Ring-fence
1.   A large-scale selling of units above a certain threshold may cause ring-fencing in a portfolio.
2.   Ring-fencing are the separation of large-scale trades and the delayed sale of units in a collective investment scheme. This is to make sure that the sale of a large number of units will not force  us to sell the underlying investments at a price that could have a negative impact on investors.
3.   We may delay the payment or reinvestment of the proceeds of the sale of units.
4.   We cannot be held liable for any market movements as the value used will be based on the date of completing the sell instruction
 
G.  Portfolio charges and total expense ratio
1.   A service charge for each portfolio is accrued daily and we charge it monthly based on the market value of the portfolio. We usually deduct the service charge from the income that the portfolio received.
2.   A portfolio may have a yearly performance-based fee that shall be a variable amount that may either increase or decrease. Refer to the latest MDD for details at momentum.com.na.
3.   The total expense ratio (TER) of a portfolio is a measure of how much it costs to manage the portfolio, and how this cost reduces the value of the portfolio. It is expressed as a percentage ofthe daily average value of the portfolio(s) and calculated over a specific period for example a financial year. Typical expenses that are deducted from a portfolio include, but are not limited to, yearly service charges, performance fees, taxes, trustee fees and audit fees. We show the latest TERs on the MDD's or fund fact sheets.
 
H.  Your financial adviser
1.   You could benefit from appointing a financial adviser who can giveyou ongoing investment advice for this investment.
2.   Your financial adviser must be registered in terms of the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority (NAMFISA) and must, in addition be registered with us.
3.   We verify each financial adviser’s license category.
4.   We are not responsible for any loss or damages caused by your financial adviser not being appropriately licensed for the advice and intermediary service provided.
5.   The license requirements apply to new investments and to any changes on your investment.
6.   If you have appointed a financial adviser, we can pay initial and ongoing adviser fees within limits, by selling units from your investment at the prevailing portfolio(s) unit price.
7.   You can request us to stop the payment of adviser fees if your financial adviser does not meet his or her obligations, or when your mandate ends.
8.   Only a mandated discretionary financial services provider (FSP) can instruct us on your behalf. We require a copy of the mandate to verify the appointment of such an FSP.
9. We will make statements, documents and information about yourinvestment available to your financial adviser.
10. Financial advisers can ask us for access to your investment information through a third-party information provider. We are not responsible for any loss or claim that may arise because we made your investment information available to your appointed financial adviser through such a provider.
 
I.    Communication
1.   We will email your investment statement every 3 months.
2.   We will email your tax certificates every year after the end of the tax year.
3.   You can also request statements or tax certificates from us or viewit online on momentum.com.na.
4.   We must have up-to-date contact information for you and your appointed authorised signatory, if applicable.
5.   If you do not inform us of any personal detail change and we are unable to reach you on the contact details provided, yourinvestment may become unclaimed and we will appoint a tracing agent to try and trace you.
6.   Any costs associated with tracing will be for your account and we may deduct it from the value of your investment.
J.   Complaints
1.   You can contact our client contact centre and we will follow our complaints resolution process. A copy of our process is available on request. We show our contact details in section K.
2.   We have a conflict of interest management policy. A copy isavailable at momentum.com.na.
3.   If you have any complaints about the advice you have received, contact the Namibia Financial Institutions Supervisory Authority (NAMFISA).
K.  Contact details
Momentum website:         momentum.com.na
Client contact centre
Telephone:                  +264 (61) 297 3601 
Fax:                           +264 (61) 297 3679
Email:                           ci.clientservice@momentum.com.na
Post:                           PO Box 3785 Windhoek NamibiaTrustee
First National Bank of Namibia LimitedRMB Namibia Custody and Trustees Services 
Address:                            130 Independence Avenue, Windhoek,                           NamibiaNAMFISA Complaints Department
Telephone:                  +264 (61) 290 5000
Fax:                           +264 (61) 290 5194
Email:                            info@namfisa.com.na
Post:                            PO Box 21250, Windhoek, Namibia
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